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ABSTRACT 

 

Electron beam lithography was used to fabricate large hexagonal arrays of nanopillars of both Ge15Sb85 and Ge2Sb2Te5.  

These nanostructures had a 65 nm diameter on a pitch of 100 nm. A low temperature lithographic process was used to keep 

the nanostructures in the amorphous state during patterning.  Using time-resolved X-ray diffraction, the crystallization 

behavior of the nanostructures was studied and compared to blanket films.  It was found that the amorphous to fcc phase 

transition occurs at the same temperature (150ºC for a heating rate of 1 ºC/s) for the blanket Ge2Sb2Te5 film and the 

nanopatterns.  The fcc to hexagonal phase transition that occurs for the blanket film at 360ºC is not observed for the 

nanostructures in the measured temperature range.  For the Ge15Sb85 nanopatterns and blanket film the amorphous to 

crystalline phase transition occurred also at the same temperature (260ºC).  The fact that the patterns and blanket film 

crystallize at the same temperature is an encouraging result for the scalability of phase change solid state memory devices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A novel class of solid state storage devices based on phase change materials has been reported in the literature
1-5
.  These 

devices rely on the change in resistivity that accompanies the change in phase that occurs during switching between the 

crystalline, low resistivity phase and the amorphous, high resistivity phase.  The devices are switched from the amorphous 

to the crystalline state by applying a current pulse that is high and long enough to heat the phase change material over its 

crystallization temperature and crystallize it.  Switching back to the amorphous state is performed by applying a larger 

current pulse with a short fall time that heats the phase change material (or fractions of it) over its melting point and fast 

quenching prevents the material from re-crystallizing.  The devices have been typically fabricated in pore structures based 

on 0.18 µm, 0.12 µm or 0.1 µm CMOS technology
1-4
 with contact diameters to the phase change material as small as 50nm.  

Another implementation describes planar structures with phase change wires having cross-sections as small as 225 nm
2
.
5
  

Scaling of phase change memory devices is generally favorable since smaller devices or contact areas lead to a reduction in 

the currents that are required to switch the devices.  The most common phase change material found in solid state devices is 

Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) without
1,2,4

 or with doping with various elements such as nitrogen
3
, tin

6
, and silicon

7
.  Other materials 

such as doped SbTe
5
 have also been applied in devices.   

Most material properties such as crystallization behavior and resistivity as a function of temperature have been studied on 

blanket films.  However, it is known that many material parameters can deviate from the bulk value for nanostructures, for 

example as the melting point varies with particle size for Au nanoparticles
8
.  In the present paper we describe x-ray 

diffraction (XRD) experiments directed towards the study of scaling behavior of phase change nanoparticles. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

 

Nanostructures were fabricated from GST and Ge15Sb85 (GeSb), another phase change material that is widely described in 

the literature9,10 and that is of particular interest because of its long archival life.  The nanostructures were fabricated using 

electron beam lithography from 50nm thick films deposited on 1 µm-thick SiO2 on Si substrates and capped with 5nm Ta.  

The GST was sputter-deposited from a stoichiometric compound target, and GeSb was deposited by co-sputtering from a Ge  
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and an Sb source.  The patterns were made by ebeam lithography using 950k PMMA resist. In order to minimize any  

annealing of the samples, the resist was only baked to 105oC, which is just above the glass transition temperature of the 

PMMA.    

The nanostructures extended over an area of 2mmx5mm that was larger than the x-ray probe beam.  Figs. 1 and 2 show SEM 

images of the nanostructures.  The diameter of the nanostructures was about 65nm on a 100nm pitch.  An hexagonal array was 

chosen in order to achieve maximum packing density and maximum x-ray diffraction signal. It is apparent that the 

nanostructures are well defined over a large area and well separated.   

 

  
 

Fig. 1:  SEM image of GST nanostructures     Fig. 2:  SEM image of GST nanostructures 

 

Time-resolved in-situ x-ray diffraction (XRD) was employed to study the structural properties of blanket films and the 

nanostructures.  These experiments were performed at beamline X-20C of the National Synchrotron Light Source using a 

photon energy of 6.9 keV.  The set-up consisted of a high-throughput synthetic multilayer monochromator and fast linear-

diode-array detector
11,12

.  A special chamber for controlling the sample ambient (purified He gas) was outfitted with a BN 

heater for rapid annealing up to 1200ºC at a rate of [ 35ºC/sec.
13,14

  Grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction measurements were 

made at beamline X20A at the National Synchrotron Light Source on the blanket films and nanostructures after heating to 

450C in the time-resolved XRD set-up at a rate of 1ºC/sec.  The x-ray energy was 8.047 keV and the diffractometer was 

configured for high resolution using a single-bounce Ge(111) analyzer crystal upstream of the detector. The instrumental  

resolution was determined by scanning the incident beam with the detector arm, resulting in a full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of 0.0008  in units of the scattering vector q, where q = (4πsinθ)/λ (θ is the diffraction angle and λ the 

wavelength).  Radial scans (h-scans) were taken at a fixed incidence angle of 0.49 degrees.  The angles of incidence α and 

reflection β at the sample surface were constrained to be equal and constant throughout the radial scans.  The grazing 

incidence geometry minimizes contributions from the substrate and measures diffraction planes perpendicular to the surface.  

In thin film samples, this eliminates broadening due to the finite film thickness. 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

Blanket films and nanostructures of GST and GeSb were heated in the in-situ XRD set-up at a rate of 1ºC/sec and the 

diffracted peak intensity was recorded with the linear detector over a 2θ range of 24-40 degrees.  This angular range 

contains strong diffraction peaks for both, the GST and GeSb.  Figure 3 shows the diffraction peak intensities during 

annealing for GST blanket film and nanopatterns, and Fig. 4 shows results for GeSb. 

For the GST blanket film we observe a transition from the amorphous phase to the metastable fcc phase at a temperature of 

150ºC, and a transition from the fcc phase to the stable hexagonal phase at a temperature of about 360ºC.  This agrees very 

well with literature data
15
.  For the nanopatterns we observe that the amorphous to fcc phase transition occurs at the same 

temperature as for the blanket film.  The fcc to hexagonal phase transition does not occur within the temperature range up to 

450ºC.  We had found previously on larger nanopatterns between 100 µm and 100nm particle diameter that the amorphous-

fcc phase transition occurs at the same temperature for nanopatterns and blanket films, but that the fcc-hexagonal phase 

transition is shifted to higher temperatures for the smallest nanopatterns.  The fact that the hexagonal phase is not formed 

might actually be an advantage for memory device applications since the fcc phase has a higher resistivity than the 

hexagonal phase
15
 and needs a lower current to provide the power to melt the material for the reset operation.   
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Fig. 3: Intensity of XRD peaks as a   Fig. 4: Intensity of XRD peaks as a 

  function of temperature for GST   function of temperature for GeSb 

 

For the GeSb material we find also that the amorphous-to-crystalline phase transition occurs at the same temperature of 

260ºC for blanket films and nanopatterns.  This also agrees with literature where a crystallization temperature of 250ºC was 

reported for Ge15Sb85.
10  The crystallographic texture differs between nanopatterns and blanket films for both GST and 

GeSb. 

 

In order to evaluate the effect of the patterning on the grain size we performed grazing incidence XRD experiments.  Figure 

5 shows the grazing-incidence XRD spectra for GST and GeSb.  In particular, for the GST samples the clearly visible 

broadening of the peaks in the nanopatterned sample compared to the blanket film is indicative of a grain size reduction.  

The grain size was estimated from the peak widths using the Scherrer formula (t=0.9λ/BcosΘΒ)
16 that calculates the grain 

diameter t from the FWHM of the diffraction peak intensity B for a peak centered at the angle ΘΒ.   
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Fig. 5:  Grazing incidence XRD spectra for GST (left) and GeSb (right) blanket films and nanopatterns.  The spectra are 

offset for clarity. 
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The grain size obtained from the Scherrer formula depends upon the actual diffraction peak that is used for the analysis, 

since different broadening mechanisms contribute to the peak width for different peaks. We estimated most probable grain 

diameters of 40-140 nm for blanket GST and 20-30nm for GST nanostructures.  The reduction in grain size is not surprising 

since the largest grains for the blanket film are larger than the nanopatterns.  The nanopatterns seem to consist of only a few 

grains.  For the GeSb material the estimated grains are similar for the blanket film and the nanopatterns, between 15 and 35 

nm. 

In a more detailed analysis the diffraction spectra were fitted by a simulation program that assumed different grain size 

distributions for the different peaks
17
.  The most probable grain diameter determined by simulation was 25-45 nm for the 

GeSb blanket film and 20-25 nm for the GeSb nanostructures, and 30-80 nm for the GST blanket films.  We were not able 

to fit satisfactorily the data for the GST nanostructures due to a high noise level in the data.  This analysis showed a slight 

reduction in grain size due to patterning for the GeSb nanostructures compared to the blanket film.   

 

SUMMARY 

 

Nanostructures with 65 nm diameter and 100 nm pitch have been fabricated from Ge15Sb85 and Ge2Sb2Te5 phase change 

materials over large areas.  Time-resolved in-situ XRD measurements show that the nanostructures crystallize at the same 

temperature as blanket films of the same material.  The fcc-hexagonal phase transition that was observed at 360ºC for 

blanket GST film does not occur in the nanostructures.  It was also observed that nanopatterning leads to a reduction in 

grain size, particularly for the GST nanostructures.  Both findings are encouraging for the study of scaling of phase change 

materials directed towards non-volatile memory storage devices.  The crystallization behavior studied for blanket films can 

be extrapolated for nanostructures down to 65 nm size and data obtained on blanket films are useful for the research 

regarding devices.  The reduction in grain size is also favorable since smaller grains typically lead to higher resistivity of the 

materials in the crystalline phase which in turn leads to a desirably smaller required current for switching the devices.   
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